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â€œDevin Hunterâ€™s new book digs deeply into the roots of what makes a witch powerful. He

doesn't gloss over the soul-searching work with simple spell â€˜bandaids.â€™ Instead, he offers

readings and exercises that empower the witch in mind, body, and soul.â€•â€”Courtney Weber,

author of Brigid: History, Mystery, and Magick of the Celtic Goddess m>Â --Â Become the Witch

You Were Meant to Be Witchcraft isnâ€™t always about the search for enlightenment; sometimes

itâ€™s about power and the path to obtaining it. The Witchâ€™s Book of Power shares the secrets

to unlocking the Witch Power within you, offering specific techniques for working with personal,

cosmic, and ally energies to realize your full magical potential. Professional witch and psychic Devin

Hunter has helped thousands of people discover their power and gain influence, and in this book he

skillfully explores the concepts behind creating magic that can change your life. The Witchâ€™s

Book of Power is the perfect resource for witches who intuitively feel that more power is available

but seems to be just beyond reach. Praise:â€œYou may or may not choose to follow the path that

he has laid out exactly, but Iâ€™ll wager that you will find something that you want to borrow into

your practices. True Witches use what works and youâ€™ll find much in this book that yields

results.â€•â€”Ivo Dominguez, Jr., author of Spirit Speak â€œThe Witchâ€™s Book of Power is a

missing link in modern witchcraft training. Readers will find just what they need to ignite the spark of

power that all witches need for an effective practice.â€•â€”David Salisbury, author of The Deep Heart

of Witchcraft â€œDevin Hunter is this generationâ€™s Headmaster of Witchcraft.â€•â€”Jacki Smith,

author of Coventry Magic
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I do not say this often but this is a book i would recommend to basically anyone, especially anyone

uncertain of how to bring in and anchor their personal power into their lives. For starters, this book is

almost absurdly accessible. Even though he gives the disclaimer that he is part of a specific tradition

and that the exercises he provides come from that tradition, the pure simple truth is that in the book,

Devin provides clear and simple methods that will work. He guides the reader, not only to finding

practical ways to anchor ideas like Balance, Power, and Respect into your life, but also gives the

individual the freedom to define those concepts themselves. Throughout the entire text, what the

reader is reminded is that Power is Ours. It is ours to define, achieve, maintain and protect. It has all

the straightforwardness that the new generation is looking for, without requiring the reader to

subscribe to a particular tradition, and without any of the fluff so commonly found in magickal

self-help (or regular self help for that matter). All in all, a book that i would always recommend to

someone, whether just starting out, or looking for a new approach to handling Power as an idea,

concept of philosophy.

I am not great with reviews so I will just say that this title touches on an area that is seriously lacking

in many modern titles. It is presented in a very approachable and understandable way that I think

will allow any reader to walk away better for their time spent on the reading and practices described

within. In over 30 years of digesting titles I have a bookshelf with less than 10 go to books that have

had an impact on my life and practices and thankfully there is room for this one there.

I love being a witch, and this book is soooo Wizard!!!!! I felt like I was reading one of Harry

Potterâ€™s College books, and I enjoyed myself immensely!I flipped through it before I read it, and I

was instantly drawn to the Star Power (Cosmic Power) section. I read through that first (I confess),

and then I read the book from the very beginning (including the forward and charming



introduction).The whole book is written in a very friendly and accessible manner. It is full of stories

and anecdotes that make the magical lesson plan that much more, well, powerful!The first part is

about Personal Power. I felt empowered as I read the chapters, and I actually felt motivated to do

the journal entries too (if only muggle school was this much fun)! The journal exercises and

meditations touched me in ways I did not expect (especially since normally Iâ€™m a visualizer, not a

meditator).The second part is about Cosmic Power. I love astrology, and yet I have never before

read a book that discusses what kinds of magic might come more easily to you with your birth

chartâ€™s planets! The book made so much sense! Also, Devin discusses how to work around your

chart if you have certain cosmic abilities, but have trouble with others. Sooo helpful!The final part,

Allies in Power, discusses divine beings that work with us in magic. I have to say, this section is

pretty dynamicâ€”in a good way. I felt a sense of togetherness after exploring these chapters.In any

case, since Iâ€™m a self-taught abstract pagan, I really enjoy books like this. Devin encourages you

to own your power, find what works for you, and he does it all with warm wisdom.So whether you

choose this wonderful book or not, may you feel as empowered as I felt after reading it!

With this book, Devin Hunter makes his mark as one of the leading voices of Witchcraft for a new

generation. The Witch's Book of Power is an extraordinarily stimulating and provocative book that is

impossible to put down. This gracefully succinct compendium of magick is unlike any other

published book on the subject of Witchcraft and is sure to quench the thirst of seekers and

seasoned witches alike. Through unique rituals and meditations to tap into the power sources within

and around us, Devin teaches how to empower oneself through magick and rise to sovereignty

within one's own lives. You'll learn about the three souls and how to bring them into alignment. I

have read, without exaggeration, hundreds of books on witchcraft and the occult. This is truly a

treasure for anyone's magickal library. I found myself wishing that I had come across this book 15

years ago on my path. What is particularly so great about Devin's writing and style of magick is that

it isn't fluffy bunny nor is it dark fluff. He takes us down the crooked path of the witch filled with both

shadow and light. Every witch should have this book in their library.

I am a seasoned Witch and have been reading occult type books for 25+ years and I still found

much of value in this book. I can honestly say wish I had this book 20 years ago, I think it would

have lit a fire in me much sooner. A lot of new books are the same old rehash of the same old tired

stuff that you can get in any 101 book. This book delves much deeper than most and I highly

recommend it for beginners especially but even us older Witches will find it a good investment.



Devin swings for the fences and hits a grand slam with his book. From a combination of his

knowledge, wisdom, and inspiration he creates a work that is very clear, lacks the fluffy window

dressing, and sends the reader right to the source of their power.What most stood out to me was his

planetary section. Though astrology is an often too complicated subject, Devin presents a simple

working that uses its principles with easy to understand explanations. The result is a clear view of

both personal power and weakness, along with practical sigil work to align with your base home

power rather quickly in any situation.I look forward to more from him.
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